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ABSTRACT
Speech emotion recognition is an important research area since it involves different fields like machine learning,
psychology, physiology and speech processing. In this work a database built by IITKGP is used for emotion recognition.
The various steps involved in emotion recognition include features extraction and classification of the emotions.
Researchers have done their work in this field by using a different set of features and different classifiers and also
different combinations of features and classifiers. In this present work, principle component analysis (PCA) has been
employed to reduce the dimensionality of the features as PCA removes the redundancy. The recognition accuracy of the
emotion recognition system has been increased significantly with usage feature dimension reduction by PCA.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Different information such as emotion, speaker, gender, dialect, etc. can be perceived from the speech signal.
An increase in the human computer interaction demands more research in speech processing such as speaker
identification, emotion identification, Speech recognition, etc.The performance of a speech recognition or a
speaker recognition system [1, 2] depends on the extraction of suitable features from the speech signals. In
this present work, emotion recognition is carried out for different combinations of training and testing
speeches. The emotions like happy, Fear, Anger and neutral are considered in this current research work.

The speech emotion recognition falls under the category of pattern classification and pattern recognition as
shown in Fig.1 which involves feature extraction for training and testing emotion speeches and a selection of
the best suitable features is an important aspect [3, 4]. Different features such as prosody and spectral features
are used in this mechanism. There are different spectral and prosodic features, in which few of them are
suitable for the given speech processing application. Keeping the above fact in view, the emotion recognition
performance is explored with a mixture of prosodic and spectral features.

2. RELATED WORK
In the design of emotion recognition system [5] different features Energy, different Formants, and Zero
Crossing Rate (ZCR) have been used for the samples of different range (50 or 100) for classification in the
work “Realization of emotions in speech using prosodic and articulation features”. The use of energy feature
alone gave a recognition rate of 58% only. By adding formants and zero crossing rate, the recognition
accuracy was increased to 78%.
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MayankBhargava and Tim Polzehl [6] have proposed their work on emotion recognition using rhythm and
temporal features Apart from the features like MFCC’s, pitch and energy/ intensity. The recognition accuracy
of 80.60 % on Berlin emotion database with 7 different emotions with a speaker dependent framework was
obtained.

YasmineMaximos and David Suendermann- Oeft [7] have explored the recognition of emotions in speech via
class of the FAU Aibo Corpus for the 2-class task. The database includes German speech recordings of fifty
one children. They have examined special spectral and prosodic feature combination. They have taken 110
features into consideration and a feature size reduction technique was used. The parameter optimized
sequential minimal optimization set of rules with Unweight averages recognition (UAR) gave a recognition
accuracy of 69.39%. The Successive minimum Optimization (SMO) was said as better optimizer. The original
overall performance of UAR turned into 63.8%, and after adding attributes selection and parameter
optimization a growth in recognition accuracy by means of 5.6% is observed.

AnkurSapra, Nikhil Panwar and SohanPanwar [8] have mentioned specific strategies for detection of human
feelings is discoursed based totally on the acoustic features like pitch, energy and so on. The proposed gadget
is the usage of the traditional MFCC technique after which the usage of nearest neighbor for the classification.
The MFCC capabilities were extracted from the speech samples after the speeches were separated for male
and woman. The recognition accuracy obtained by them in this proposed technique become 90%.

Vaishali M. Chavan and V.V. Gohokar [9] used Support Vector Machine (SVM), to categorize five emotional
states,i.e anger, happiness, disappointment, surprise and a neutral emotion of human speech. The functions
taken into consideration in their work have been Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients. The database used
was the Danish Emotion Speech (DES) Database. The  accuracy acquired through using SVM classifier have
been 68 % for Linear regression version, 60 % for polynomial regression, 55.40 % for RBF regression and 60
% with sigmoid regression. Overall time taken through SVM changed into 15 seconds for testing records set
and for the take a look at the pattern, it turned into 43 seconds to test 88 values.

From the literature review, it is evident that, most of the emotion studies using speech are carried out using
prosodic features [10]. Prosodic features such as pitch, duration and energy and their derivatives are treated as
highly correlates of emotions [11].

Fundamental Frequency (F0), raise and falls of F0 contours measures and characterizes the emotions [12]. In
[13, 14] different emotions and their importance in the context of prosodic features is discussed.In varying
dynamic nature of prosodic contours [15] clearly gives various expressions related to emotions.
Discrimination of high arousal emotions and low arousal emotions is achieved using MFCC, ZCR and Pitch
[16].

3. METHODOLOGY OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
Primarily based on the studies finished in preceding phase, it's miles installed that the spectral features and
prosodic features have two one-of-a-kind discriminative characteristics. Therefore, to discover the unique
emotion specific information, it's far proposed to mix both spectral and prosodic features. For spectral features
MFCC, Pitch Chroma, Spectral Centroid, and Spectral Skewnessare considered and for prosodic features
Pitch, Formants, Zero Crossing Rate, Root Mean Square and Energy are considered. The methodology of the
proposed approach is shown in Fig 2. The database considered in this paper is IITKGP database. The speeches
were identified for both the training sets in the emotions of anger, Fear, Happy and Neutral. The spectral
features and prosodic features are extracted and these features are concatenated. Principle Component
Analysis (PCA) is applied to reduce the dimensionality of the features and reduces the redundant data. After
the application of PCA the most important feature data will be used to model the emotion recognition system
using the GMM. The Gaussian Mixture models were built for each emotion of Anger, Fear, Happy and
Neutral.
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Fig.1: Emotion recognition system

3.1.1 FEATURE EXTRACTION
The important task in emotion recognition system is the extraction of best suitable features which represents
acoustic data.

3.1.1 REMOVAL OF SILENCE REGIONS
The speech signal data are divided into frames containing silence and non silence frames, so that speech
frames related to non silence regions are used to extract the features.

3.1.2 PRE PROCESSING
The speech signal related to each emotion is preprocessed before modeling. Here, the given emotion speech
sample is pre-emphasized, blocked, windowed  and sampled at 16000 samples/Sec. 25 ms frame size is
considered with a shift of 10ms. Amplitude check is calculated for the given speech signal to find out whether
features are to be extracted or not.Further, pre-emphasis and hamming widowing is done.

3.1.3 PITCH CHROMA

The extraction of pitch chroma is the powerful tool to categorize the pitches significantly. On an equally

tempered scale, the frequency of the Fourier transform is drawn with 12 semi-tones pitch class C. Due to this,

the transients are reduced and noise is minimized [17]. The pitch chroma is obtained as shown in the equation

1.

Emotion Speech Signal

Pre Processing

GMM Modeling

PCA

Emotion Specific Features

Prosody FeaturesSpectral Features

Robust Emotion Specific Features
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Where D(n) is obtained by the product of filter equation and the frequency response of the input speech signal.

The filter is defined as the equation 2 in which x is the distance measured from the filter’s center and spectrum
frequencies.
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Where,  fX is the Fourier transform of the input speech signal and the filter is defined by the equation 3.and

the parameter xis cast-off to obtain the separation distance between the spectrum frequency and the centre of

the filter.
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3.1.4. MEL FREQUENCY CEPSTRAL COEFFICIENTS
The human perceptual bands of frequencies are extracted by Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) [18,
19]. The DFT is computed using the window function which leads to attenuate both ends of the signal towards
zero. The input speech signal is framed and DFT is applied on it and power spectrum is found. The power
spectrum is converted into a Mel spectrum by triangular filter banks called Mel filter banks. In the next step,
the energy G  is calculated by multiplication of each filter bank with power spectrum and the logarithm is
applied.
The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is calculated after getting the filter bank energies )( pG for  the p log
filter bank energies is calculated as shown in equation 4.
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Where, Mis the desired p CepstralCoefficient.

3.1.5. PROSODIC FEATURES
Prosodic features are supra segmental in nature whichcan occur at some higher level of an utterance. These
prosodic features need not relate to grammatical units like clauses and phrases. Prosodic units are enmarked
by phonetic cues which include aspects of prosody, like  Pitch, and Accents, that must be analyzed in context,
or in comparison to other aspects of a sentence. For example, Pitch can change over the duration of the
sentence, falling intonations. The usage of prosody would help in resolving sentence ambiguity. The pitch
related prosody is obtained by autocorrelation method.

3.1.6. FORMANTS
The spectrum peak of the speeh is called as the formant. The frequency components of human speech
formants with F1, F2, F3. The arrangement of the formants is from F1 to F3 in an increasing order. The
formants generally distinguishes the vowels. The LPC model is used to find the formants of a given speech
signal in this research work.
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3.2. GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODEL (GMM) FOR EMOTION RECOGNITION
GMM is one of the best parametric approaches to model the spectral shapes of the varying speech

signal [9]. For the given emotion model, the probability distribution is represented by the following equation
(5) and equation (6)
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Fig. 2: Diagram of Gaussian Mixture Model

TheGaussian )(xbi is represented by the mean vector i and covariance matrix i . By satisfying the

condition  
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1. The Gaussian model for each emotion is represented with these parameters as

 , ,i i ip   for i = 1, … M . And thus for each Emotion in an Emotion Recognition one distinct GMM

built.

3.3. PCA
Principle Component Analysis (PCA)identifies the very important features within the different speeches and
characterizes the speeches rather. By use of this method, the speech vectors can be resourcefully represented
as a characteristic vector with lower dimensionality. A training set of N sample emotion speeches E1, E2, EN

takes values in n-dimensional space might be taken into consideration and assumed that each belongs to one
of c classes of B1, B2….Bc. Now the average matrix A given in equation (7) of all training samples has to be
calculated then subtracted from the unique characters Ai and the end result is stored in difference matrix Ias
shown in equation (8).
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The covariance matrix given by equation (9) is obtained from the difference matrix. After finding the
covariance matrix the eigenvectors and the corresponding eigenvalues

are calculated. Only k largest Eigenvalues out of N eigenvectors are chosen. With the highest eigenvalue,
Most characteristic features of a speech does the particular eigenvector describe. Using the k eigenvectors Uk,

is found. The important features extracted by PCA are done by using equation (10).

)10(........................................)( EEUF i
T
k 

Where i = 1,…..N.  In the above equation Fi represents the feature vector set of the emotion speeches of
training speeches in the algorithm.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The proposed emotion recognition experiments were carried out by using MATLAB 7 on Windows XP
Platform and the experimentswere carried out over the speech database IITKGP-SESC Telugu speech corpus.

4.2 RESULT ANALYSIS
The experimentations were done by combining both spectral and prosody features and by using Gaussian
Mixture models (GMMs) for modeling. 30 seconds of speech duration are considered for training and ten
samples each of 3 seconds of speech duration is considered for testing.  In this work the number of Gaussian
Mixtures considered were 32.

The speech signal of anger emotion is shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 3: Speech signal of Anger emotion

The pitch and pitch related prosodic features were extracted from the Fig. 4.

)..,.........1( NiU i  ),.......1( Nii 
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Fig.4:  Pitch of an anger emotion speech signal.

Similarly for other emotions also the prosodic features, formant features and MFCC features were extracted
successfully as shown in fig.6. The MFCC features are 1xm matrix.

Fig. 5: MFCC feature vectors of the speech signal of anger emotion.

The pitch chroma of the speech signal is shown Fig. 6, which is a 1xn matrix.
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Fig.6 Pitch Chroma graph of anger emotion.

4.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In this research work, emotion specific speech features were extracted from the training set as well  as

testing sets of emotion speech databases. The experimentation was carried out by using different combination
of feature vectors like MFCC, Pitch Chroma, Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), formants, Root Mean Square(RMS)
Energy features. Out these features the combinations of MFCC+ Pitch Chroma+F0+Formants were found to
perform better for emotion recognition.

The work has been carried out with different experimentations of gender independent and gender dependent
emotion recognition. The redundant features are reduced by using Principle Component Analysis. The
modeling is done by using the GMM. From the experiments, it was clearly shown that the speech emotion
recognition efficiency is increased by feature dimension reduction using PCA.

In the gender dependent experiment of Male-Male (M-M) which uses male training speeches and male testing
speeches the Anger emotion recognition efficiency, increased from 60% to 80%, for fear emotion, the
recognition efficiency increased from 70% to 90%, for Happy emotion the recognition accuracy has been
increased from 60% to 70% and for Neutral emotion, the recognition efficiency increased from 60% to 80%
by using dimensionality reduction with PCA. This is shown in Fig 7.

Fig 7: Recognition efficiency of emotion recognition for M-M experiment
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The Female-Female (F-F) speech emotion recognition, both the training and testing sets are Female speeches.
After the feature reduction using principle component analysis, Anger emotion recognition efficiency,
increased from 80% to 100%, for fear emotion, the recognition efficiency, increased from 80% to 90%, for
Happy emotion the recognition accuracy has been increased from 70% to 90% and for Neutral emotion, the
recognition efficiency increased from 50% to 60% which is shown in Fig .8.

Fig 8: Recognition efficiency of emotion recognition for F-F experiment

In the gender independent speech emotion experimentations, the first experiment is Male-Female (M-F)
emotion recognition in which the female voices are used for training and male voices are used for testing. In
this experiment, Anger emotion recognition efficiency, increased from 20% to 30%, for fear emotion, the
recognition efficiency, increased from 20% to 30%, for Happy emotion the recognition accuracy has been
increased from 30% to 40% and for Neutral emotion, the recognition efficiency increased from 40% to 50%
by using dimensionality reduction with PCA. This result is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9: Recognition efficiency of emotion recognition for M-F experiment

In the Female-Male (F-M) experiment, the training sets are Male speeches and the testing sets are Female
speeches. In this experiment, the usage of Principle component analysis showed an increment from 30% to
40% for anger emotion, from 30% to 40% for fear emotion. The performance of the system for Happy
emotion is unchanged for both the experiments, i.e. by using PCA & without using PCA. The neutral emotion
recognition accuracy is increased substantially from 30% to 60%. This result is shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10: Recognition efficiency of emotion recognition for F-M experiment

In the Male-Male+Female (M-M+F) experiment, the training, emotion speech set consists of both the male
and female speeches and testing set consists of only male speeches. In this experiment Anger emotion
recognition efficiency, increased from 40% to 60%, for fear emotion, the recognition efficiency, increased
from 40% to 60%, for Happy emotion the recognition accuracy has been increased from 40% to 50% and for
Neutral emotion, the recognition efficiency remained same as 60% by using dimensionality reduction with
PCA. This is shown in Fig. 11.

Fig.11. Recognition efficiency of emotion recognition for M-(M+F)experiment

In the Female-Male+ Female (F-M+F) experiment, the training speech set consists of both Male and Female
speeches and testing set consists only Female speeches. In this experiment, Anger emotion recognition
efficiency, increased from 60% to 80%, for fear emotion, the recognition efficiency, increased from 50% to
70%, for Happy emotion, the recognition accuracy has been increased from 40% to 60% and for Neutral
emotion, the recognition efficiency increased from 70% to 80% by using dimensionality reduction with PCA.
The result is shown graphically in Fig. 12 and overall Results are shown in Table.1.
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TABLE 1:  EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE BEFORE AND AFTER APPLYING PCA

Emotions Train: M 30sec Train: F 30sec Train: M 30sec Train:F 30sec

Before
PCA

After
PCA

Before
PCA

After
PCA

Before
PCA

After
PCA

Before
PCA

After
PCA

M-M M-M M-F M-F F-M F-M F-F F-F

Anger 60% 80% 20% 30% 30% 40% 80% 100%

Fear 70% 90% 20% 30% 40% 60% 80% 90%

Happy 60% 70% 30% 40% 40% 40% 70% 90%

Neutral 60% 80% 40% 50% 30% 60% 50% 60%
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